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Lisbon
Lisbon is a fascinating city of old−fashioned and funky art, architecture and traditions. Its one of Europes
most enjoyable capitals with its relaxed atmosphere, cultural diversity, reasonable prices and charming
architecture. Lisbon is set on seven low hills next to the Tejo (Tagus) river. The citys atmosphere is rich with
wonderful old buildings, Europes longest suspension bridge, and fascinating museums and monuments.
Despite the citys muscle−aching hills, Lisbon is compact enough to explore on foot. If your legs get tired,
Lisbon has very convenient, bus, tram and subway lines as well as funiculars to take you up the steeper hills.
The capital of Portugal is currently in the middle of a building boom which began after it was chosen as the
host city for Expo 98. Metro lines have been extended, mosaic sidewalks have been re−paved and 18th
century facades have been restored. One of the most urgent works is the saving and restauration of the
"Alfama", the old town.
The city moves to pulsing new rhythms, as African music clubs are all the rage. Contrasting to this modern
diversity, Portuguese fado songs continue to be heard, the soulful music (which originated here) is still hitting
notes of passionate melancholy.
A good way to orient yourself and enjoy a panoramic view is to climb one of the seven hills − Penha de
França, Senhora do Monte, Graça, São Jorge, São Pedro Alcantara, Santa Catarina, Estrela. São Jorge is
topped by a famous castle, Castelo de São Jorge, and has the most spectacular picturesque view − as the sun
sets over the Tagus river. Generally speaking, you can spend an unlimited time discovering and
re−discovering this charming city, however if you are on a tight schedule, don't miss exploring the Alfama
District, Bairro Alto, and Belem (see under sights for more information). Lisbon is really a wonderful place to
explore, anytime of the year. If you are lucky, the sky is blue and the sun is shining even in february and
november.
http://www.geocities.com/discoveringportugal/baixa.html

Lisbon − Internet Cafes
Lisbon is not a city that has a lot of cyber cafes but there are a few places that offer internet services. Here you
can check your mail, update your travel reports and of course keep the home front up to date. Dont forget to
write us some lines as well.
all
PostNet − Braamcamp
Open from from 8.00AM till 8.00PM at 600$00 per hour With 2 computers, printer, scanner and convinience
Store more a buisness center than an actual cybercafe, but you can check your mail and keep the homefront up
to date.
email: infolis02@postnet.pt
address: Rua Braamcamp No.9 Loja A c/v 1250−048 Lisboa
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url:
www.postnet.pt
tel:
+35 21 − 3511050
Netaria − AÃ§ores Cafe/Bar
AÃ§ores Cafe/Bar, 49 Rua da Prata, Lisbon.
This is very centrally located, in the Baixa district, near PraÃ§a ComÃ©rcio and parallel to the central
pedestrian street, Rua Augusta.
Netaria provides Internet access (with both fixed PCs and Wireless access) in existing Cafes and other public
venues. The prepaid tokens (1 − 10 EUR) can be used by the minute in any Netaria venue.

price: 3.00 − 1.90 EUR
tel:
+351 914558134
email: info@netaria.pt
hours: 8.00 − 00.00 7 Days
address: 49 Rua da Prata, Lisbon.
url:
www.netaria.pt
PETER@NET Cyber Café
CAFÉ PETER − PARQUE DAS NAÇÕES,
Lisboa, 1990−254,
Web C@fe
address:

tel:

342 1181
Rua do Diário de Notícas, 126
address: (Bairro Alto)
1200 Lisboa
Cyberstore
tel:
email:

(+351) 919673981
Open 10:00 AM
Printer Laser, Printer Color, Connect your
Notebook by WirlessLan, Scanner, Burning CD, Foto Revelation, WebCam, Lan
hours:
House (Counter Strike,...), Microsoft Office, Messenger(MSN, Yahoo, ICQ,
AOL)
address: cyberchiado@hotmail.com
url:
www.cyberchiado.com
NetCenterCafe.Com
Top Quality Cyber Cafe. Best in Lisbon.
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Free Internet. 5 TFT Computers.
Video−Hall. Plasma TV.
Free Wireless Connection. High Speed Internet Connection.
price:
tel:
email:
hours:
address:
url:
zipcode:

FREE INTERNET
+351 21 3230012
geral@netcentercafe.com
04:00pm until 02:00am
Rua Dirio de Noticias, 157 − 159
www.netcentercafe.com
5Desktop + Wireless

Lisbon − Day Trips
all
South of the river
This could possibly be done in a shorter time with planning − but it is best not rushing and some of the
transport links may involve delay.
First take the longest ferry route across the river to Montijo. The trip is good but there's not a lot to see here so
get a bus as soon as possible to Setubal. From here you can get a bus for a very pleasant ride to Sesimbra. You
may well want to spend a bit of time here and it is good to take a local bus out to the fishing port and back. [If
you are British, you may well wonder at the apparent prosperity of the industry here.]
Then take yet another bus to Cacilhas and return to the north bank by the short river crossing.
[If you only have time for one day out from Lisbon, you should go to Sintra but this is good if you have
another day.]
Sintra − A day trip for a breath of fresh air
Sintra, about 30 km west of Lisbon, is a refreshing place to go for a day trip, especially to relax and renew
after the demands of a big city. Its a place to visit for its mountain−top views toward the coast, the Parque
Natural de Sintra−Cascais, the funky palace, tranquil convents, and lush gardens.
Daytrips from Lisbon
hi guys, Really fun daytrips to Sintra, Arrábida and Fátima. Perfect to backpackers check this web site
www.insidelisbon.com Inside tours have cool daytrips for backpackers! see ya, Pedro
Cabra Montez
The best at Sintra. Personalized tours, Mountain Bike Tours, Walking on the woods, and see the best at Sintra,
Cascais and Lisboa. Check our web site at www.cabramontez.com
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url:
www.cabramontez.com
address: Sintra
tel:
+351917446668

Lisbon − Shopping
Lisbon is also a city for shopping, where you can choose between traditional shops and modern shopping
malls. The best parts for shopping is the pedestrians area between Praça do Comércio and Largo S. Domingos
Here youll find lots of fashionable shops with all the great international brands. If you really want to spend a
lot of money, go shopping on the Avenida da Liberdade. The best tourist shops are around the Castello S.
Jorge, if you want to buy some local specialties, youd better go to Bairro Alto and avoid the touristical
highlights.
If you prefer big shopping malls, and shop at very reasonable prices, you shouldn't miss Colombo, one of the
biggest malls in Europe. It can be reached easily through underground, just take the Blue Line and leave on
Colégio Militar station.
all
Napoleao − Port store
Wine and Port store next to the Madalena Church, great selection of wines and port wines (you can also taste).
Dont expect lower prices than in other European countries! Inside the shop there is a Roman ruine
address: Rua dos Fanqueiros 70, 1100 231 Lisbon
url:
www.napoleao.co.pt
tel:
+35 21 887 20 42 or 886 11 08

Lisbon − Practical Information
Tourist offices:
Palacio Foz, Praca dos Restauradores, 1200 Lisboa, Tel. 34 66 307 or 346 33 14. Open from 9am to 8pm.
Branches of the informacao turistica you find at the airport, the Santa Apolonia train station, at the Miradouro
de Santa Luzia and on the Rua Augusta in Baixa (a small stand in the middle of the pedestrian area)
Emergency number: Tel. 112
Hospitals:
Sao Jose, Tel. 886 01 31
Santa Maria, Tel. 797 51 71
Sao Francisco Xavier, Tel. 301 73 51

Lisbon − Shopping
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Cruz Vermelha (Red cross), Tel. 778 61 71

Lisbon − Eating Out
Its hard to starve in Lisbon, there are literary hundreds of places you can get something to eat, but you need to
figure out what to eat when. The Portuguese often eat a quite extensive lunch in the early afternoon, so they
wont get hungry and dine rather late. At lunchtime it is the best to enter one of the small and mostly uncosy
narrow restaurants where the tables are crowded with Portuguese workers. Here you will not have a big choice
but always get a proper, cheap and huge warm lunch. To have dinner you have to be patient. If you enter a
restaurant before eight, they just know youre a tourist. Portuguese restaurants offer both delicious fish dishes
and grilled meat plates, but the vegetables are sometimes cooked to death. Definetely the pastries and sweets
are a must: end your meal with a Portuguese espresso bica and one of the delicious deserts. For vegetarians
the Portuguese cooking does not offer great variations: try the different vegetable soups and a salad and eat a
pastry afterwards. Portuguese do not care so much for breakfast, but take coffee with pastry (for example a
fluffy Pão de deus) around eleven, when most tourists start their day. If you adapt your habits to those of local
ones, you will find the Portuguese way of living is not at all that bad.
all
Rei dos Frangos
Cheap − yes. Tasty − yes. Atmospheric − yes. Plentiful − and how!!
Eat outdoors at long tables. The name means Chicken Place and most people seem to eat chicken and chips,
although you can have fish, sucking pig or a number of other choices. Order chicken and chips and you get
precisely that − a [whole] chicken and chips − so don't order two lots if there are two of you and don't go
alone! You will get the requisite number of plates and chips!
Drunks from the nearby cheap bars will be around you but there are the requisite bouncers, too.
To find it stand in the Restauradores Square − next to Rocio − facing towards the Avenida de Libertade,
Edward VII Park etc. At the right hand end of the square there is a small ginnel and there it is.
PriceOfMenu: V. Cheap
address:
Trav. de Santo Antão
Novomar
Extensive menu with everything ranging from French snails to Portuguese seafood rice.
address: Beco Torto, 1
tel:
+35 21 484 42 96
Cervejaria Alemã
German restaurant with traditional dishes. Try the sauerkraut dishes.

Lisbon − Practical Information
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address: R. Alecrim, 25
tel:
+35 21 342 29 16
Beefeater
Typical English pub where you have a good meal and play darts or have a beer.
address: R. Visconde Luz 1.
tel:
+35 21 484 06 96
Chequers
.Tel=+35 21 483 09 26
address: Lg. Luís Camões
Patio do Saloio
address: R. Padre Amaro Teixeira Azev., 14
tel:
+35 21 924 15 20
Chester
address: R. Rodrigo Fonseca, 87 A
tel:
+35 21 388 78 11
Hell`s Kitchen
Check out the original interior. Great food and great staff. Besides dishes from England also dishes from
Brazil.
address: R. Atalaia, 176
tel:
+35 21 342 28 22
Creps Grill
Besides grill dishes, also famous French dishes.
address: R. Marquês Leal Pancada, 18
tel:
+35 21 486 15 05
Jardim da Cerveja
Live music in the weekends and terrace outside. Special of the house is Eisbein , cooked pork meat with
Sauerkraut.
address: Av. Rei Nicolau Oliveira, 28
tel:
+35 21 484 07 60
John Bull
*D:Brasserie de L`Entrecôte Nice atmosphere and tasty French dishes.

Lisbon − Eating Out
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address: R. Alecrim, 117−121
tel:
+35 21 347 36 16
Chez Armand
Closed on Sundays.
address: R. Carlos Mardel, 38 c/d
tel:
+35 21 847 57 70
Festival
Good daily specials and friendly staff in a charming entourage.
address: Av. Sabóia − Monte Estoril
tel:
+35 21 468 85 63
La Beccacia
Popular Italian restaurant with excellent traditional dishes. Make sure you make a reservation.
address: Qt. Bicuda − Torre
tel:
+35 21 484 30 58
CasaNostra
Some say its the best Italian in Lisbon. Closed on Mondays.
address: Tv. Poço Cidade, 60
tel:
+35 21 342 59 31
Os Gordos
Tiny restaurant with great food and a good atmosphere. You can have your dinner in the garden during
summer.
address: R. 9 Abril − Ed. Solar Pinheiros, 220
tel:
+35 21 468 98 59
Gôndola
Nice restaurant where you can have also, besides dinner, a good lunch. Try to get a seat on the terrace.
address: Av. Berna, 64
tel:
+35 21 797 04 26
La Trattoria
Divided in two floors where you either opt for a table at the less expensive ground floor or for a table at the
more exclusive second floor.
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address: R. Artilharia Um, 79
tel:
+35 21 385 30 43
Mamma Rosa
address: R. Grémio Lusitano, 14
tel:
+35 21 346 53 50
Pizzeria Lucullus
Besides pizzas and pastas also other international dishes on the quite extensive menu.
address: R. Palmira, 4
tel:
+35 21 486 76 99
Pizza Hut
address: Av. Fontes Pereira de Melo, 31
tel:
+35 21 357 54 46
Super Chefe
address: Avenida Duque de Ávila, 22
tel:
+35 21 314 10 24
Mássima Culpa
Good service, good food and a refreshing airco.
address: R. Atalaia, 35−37
tel:
+35 21 342 01 21
Residência Itália
address: R. Poço Novo, 1
tel:
+35 21 483 01 51
Spazio Evasione
Perfect spot on the side of the Tagus river.
address: Av. Brasilia, Ed. Poente
tel:
+35 21 362 42 32
Espiral
Also a bookshop and in the weekends jazz music.
address: Praça Ilha do Faial 14
tel:
+35 21 357 35 85
Tibetanos

Lisbon − Eating Out
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Nice garden and excellent veggie pies.
address: Rua Salitre
tel:
+35 21 314 20 38
Bem−Me−Quer
Besides good vegetarian and organic food, also a take away and a juice bar.
address: Av. Almirante Reis nº 152 r/c esq
tel:
+35 21 847 66 78
Restaurante do Sol
If youre not that hungry, you should at least try the marvellous fruit juices.
address: Cç. Duque, 25
tel:
+35 21 347 19 44
Hare Krishna
address: Rua Dona Estefania 91
tel:
+35 21 314 03 14
A Colmeia
address: Rua da Emenda 110
tel:
+35 21 347 05 00
Centro de Alimentaç
address: Rua Mouzinho da Silveira 25
tel:
+35 21 315 08 98
Ying−Yang
Macrobiotic shop and restaurant. *D:Instituto Macrobiótico de Portugal
address: R. Rodrigo Fonseca, 2 − 2º
tel:
+35 21 315 15 90
Casa México
Excellent (spicy) dishes in a colourful setting.
address: Av. D. Carlos I, 140
tel:
+35 21 396 55 00
Orixás
Try the caipirinhas ! (but make sure you get some food in your stomach as well).
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address: Av. Adriano J. Coelho, 7
tel:
+35 21 924 16 72
Crazy Nuts
Great atmosphere and charming Brazilian staff.
address: R. Artilharia I, 26
tel:
+35 21 388 30 88
Recanto da Bahia
Tasty Brazilian dishes and live music in the weekends.
address: Av. Luís Bivar, 7
tel:
+35 21 353 11 16
Gringo`s Café
More of the American Mexican way. Popular café.
address: Av. 24 de Julho, 116
tel:
+35 21 396 09 11
Berro d`Água
Friendly homely atmosphere and great prawns.
address: Est. Marginal − Praia Carcavelos
tel:
+35 21 457 08 90
Chimarrão
Best known for its Rodizio, a dish containing several sorts of meat all prepared in a differt way.
address: Av. de Roma, 90 D
tel:
+35 21 840 07 84
Atira−te ão Rio
address: Cais Ginjal, 69/70
tel:
+35 21 275 13 80
Bodeguita Mexicana
address: R. Poço Novo, 138 A
tel:
+35 21 482 23 89
Picanha
address: R. Janelas Verdes, 96

Lisbon − Eating Out
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tel:
Zeno

+35 21 397 54 01

address: Doca Santo Amaro
tel:
+21 397 39 51
Geladaria Freddo do Centro Comercial Pingo Doce
address: Rua Cascais, 45/47
tel:
+35 21 − 363116
Geladaria Kentifrio
address: Rua do Cabo, 75 B
tel:
+35 21 − 609183
Geladaria Lumiére
address: Alameda das Linhas de Torres, 183−A
tel:
+35 21 − 758999
Geladaria Monte Branco
address: Rua Elias Garcia, 374 A
tel:
+35 21 − 493874
Geladaria Pindõ
address: Avenida das Forças Armadas, 51 D
tel:
+35 21 − 793387
Geladaria Surf
address: Avenida Manuel da Maia, 56 C (Roma)
tel:
+35 21 − 848794
Cyber café link&drink Vilamoura
Cyber café link&drink Vilamoura
address: Rua do sol vilamoura 8125
tel:
+35 21 − 527952
email: quarteira@hotmail.com
Geladaria A Veneziana
address: Shopping (Loja 3019) − Avenida Engenheiro Duarte Pacheco
tel:
+35 21 − 692172
Geladaria Arco Iris
address: Avenida Júlio Dinis, 6 A/B (Loja 2)
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tel:
+35 21 − 797681
Geladaria Avalanche
address: Avenida de Roma, 64 B
tel:
+35 21 − 849527
Geladaria Casa do Gelado
address: Avenida de Roma, 20 H/I
tel:
+35 21 − 848071
Geladaria Conte & Giulianeli
address: Praça Paiva Couceiro, 4 D
tel:
+35 21 − 814618
Geladaria Esqui D'Ouro
address: Rua de Pedrouços, 2
tel:
+35 21 − 301685
Pastelaria Dione
address: Avenida Álvares Cabral, 16 A
tel:
+35 21 − 388045
Pastelaria Fruta Almeidas
address: Avenida de Roma, 45
tel:
+35 21 − 796451
Pastelaria La Traviata
address: Shopping (Loja 3034) Avenida Engenheiro Duarte Pacheco
tel:
+35 21 − 692220
Pastelaria Lua de Mel
address: Rua da Prata, 242 − 248
tel:
+35 21 − 887915
Pastelaria Mel Doce
address: Alameda das Linhas de Torres, Lote 1 (Loja 19)
tel:
+35 21 − 759562
Pastelaria Mexicana
One of the best "Pastelarias" of Lisbon. The best coffee ("Bica") and pastry around the city. They make the
best Bolo Rei of Portugal (a speciality of Christmas). They also have a very nice esplanade, where beautiful
people usually go.
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http://www.pastelariamexicana.pt/
address:
Avenida Guerra Junqueiro, 30 C
tel:
+351 21 848 61 19
email:
pastelariamexicana@iol.pt
PriceOfMenu: appropriate
priceofmenu: appropriate
Pastelaria Namur
address: Avenida Defensores de Chaves, 54 D (Campo Pequeno)
tel:
+35 21 − 797503
Pastelaria Pastéis de Belém
address: Rua de Belém, 84 − 88 (Belém)
tel:
+35 21 − 363742
Pastelaria Ribalta
address: Avenida Marquês de Tomar, 56
tel:
+35 21 − 797981
Pastelaria Roma
address: Avenida de Roma, 3 C
tel:
+35 21 − 801186
Pastelaria A Central da Baixa
Next to the Santa Justa elevator, half way down toward Praca do comercio. Lots of pastry and sandwiches.
address: Rua do ouro 94−98, 1100 Lisboa
tel:
+35 21 − 34 20 280
Pastelaria Suiça
address: Praça D. Pedro IV, 96 (Rossio)
tel:
+35 21 − 342809
Pastelaria Sul−América
Avenida de Roma, 74−B
tel: +35 21 − 849572
Pastelaria Versailles
Avenida da República, 15 A
tel: +35 21 − 354634
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Pastelaria Baloiço
address: Avenida Columbano Bordalo Pinheiro, 93−E
tel:
+35 21 − 726503
Pastelaria Bella Itália
address: Avenida da República, 47
tel:
+35 21 − 797354
Pastelaria Bola de Mel
address: Avenida do Uruguai, 10−C
tel:
+35 21 − 714251
Pastelaria Chiadomel
address: Rua de Santa Justa, 105 (Loja)
tel:
+35 21 − 347440
Restaurante 1º de Maio
address: Rua da Atalaia, 8 − Bairro Alto
tel:
+35 21 − 3426840
Restaurante A Confraria
address: Rua das Janelas Verdes, 32 − 1º.
tel:
+35 21 − 3962435
Restaurante A Primavera − Lisboa
address: Travessa da Espera, 34
tel:
+35 21 − 3420477
Restaurante Quebra−Bilhas
address: Campo Grande, 312
tel:
+35 21 − 7590093
Restaurante Solar dos Presuntos
Always crowded, always delicious. Here you find guests of every type: elegant businesmen, chatting
upperclass ladies, soccer players and enthusiasts, artists and actors (have a look at the pictures on the wall)
and tourists. The menu is filled with most delicious fish and meat dishes but the absolute best are the deserts:
try grandmothers sweet.
address: Rua das Portas de Santo Antão, 150
tel:
+35 21 − 3424253
Restaurante Café d' Artes

Lisbon − Eating Out
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tel: +35 21 − 3960930
Restaurante Café São Bento
address: Rua de São Bento, 221
tel:
+35 21 − 3952911
Restaurante Calcuta
address: Rua do Norte, 17/19
tel:
+35 21 − 3428295
Restaurante Casa da Comida
address: Travessa das Amoreiras, 1
tel:
+35 21 − 3885376
Restaurante Coreto de Carnide
address: Rua Neves Costa, 57
tel:
+35 21 − 7152372
Restaurante Adega Mesquita
address: Rua das Janelas Verdes
tel:
+35 21 − 3219280
Restaurante Forno Velho
address: Rua do Salitre, 42
tel:
+35 21 − 3533706
Restaurante Isaura
address: Avenida de Paris, 4−B
tel:
+35 21 − 8480838
Restaurante Lisboa à Noite
address: Rua das Gáveas, 69 − Bairro Alto
tel:
+35 21 − 3468557
Restaurante O Muni
address: Rua dos Correiros, 115/117
tel:
+35 21 − 3428982
Restaurante Adega Machado − Lisboa
address: Rua do Norte, 91 − Bairro Alto
tel:
+35 21 − 3224640
Restaurante O Painel de Alcântara

Lisbon − Eating Out
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address: Rua do Arco, 7 a 13
tel:
+35 21 − 3965920
Restaurante O Tibetano
address: Rua do Salitre, 117
tel:
+35 21 − 3142038
Restaurante Promotora Chopp
address: Largo do Calvário, 3
tel:
+35 21 − 3623102
Restaurante Casa do Alentejo
address: Rua das Portas de Santo Antão, 58 (Restauradores)
tel:
+35 21 − 3469231
Restaurante Esplanada Céu de Lisboa
address: Topo do Elevador de Santa Justa
tel:
+35 21 − 3469598
Restaurante Estufa Real
address: Calçada do Galvão − Jardim Botânico
tel:
+35 21 − 3619018
Restaurante Gambrinus
address: Rua das Portas de Santo Antão, 23/25
tel:
+35 21 − 3421466
Restaurante João do Grão
address: Rua dos Correeiros, 222 (Baixa)
tel:
+35 21 − 3424757
Restaurante Luso
address: Travessa da Queimada, 10 − Bairro Alto
tel:
+35 21 − 3422281
Restaurante Tasca do Zé Maria
address: Rua da Academia Recreativa de Santo Amaro, 42
tel:
+35 21 − 3939346
Restaurante Frei Papinhas
Cosy restaurant above the old town Alfama (10 min walk from the cathedral), very local dishes, extensive
lunch costs about 2000 Esc. per person.
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address: Rua Santo Tome 13 / 21, 1100 Lisboa
tel:
+35 21 − − 88 66 471
Restaurante A Gôndola
address: Avenida de Berna, 64
tel:
+35 21 − 7971552
Restaurante A Severa
address: Rua das Gáveas, 51−57 − Bairro Alto
tel:
+35 21 − 3428314
Hua Ta Li
As if youre not dining in Lisbon, but rather somewhere in China. Quick service and excellent food.
address: R. Bacalhoeiros, 109 − 115
tel:
+35 21 887 91 70
Li Yaun
Undoubtedly the number one Chinese restaurant in Lisbon.
address: R. Viriato, 23 B
tel:
+35 21 357 77 40
Pato Lacado de Pequim
address: Av. da Igreja, 43−A
tel:
+35 21 793 37 93
Restaurante Pequim
address: Av. Elias Garcia, 172 A
tel:
+35 21 368 67 43
Bai Heng
address: R. Gilberto Rola, 30
tel:
+35 21 397 45 57
Yon Cheng
address: Av. Santos Dumont, 63C
tel:
+35 21 797 69 65
Nova Ásia
address: Av.ª da Igreja, 41 A
tel:
+35 21 796 90 15

Lisbon − Eating Out
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Lisbon − Accommodation
The Avenida da Liberdade is Lisbons Boardwalk (Mayfair for British Monopoly players). This is not just a
street with expensive shops, but also with expensive hotels. Just behind it, you will find the Rua da Glória.
This is not really a good neighborhood, but the police office is around the corner, so it is not to bad. Here
youll find a couple of cheap hotels. Other comfortable small pensions and hotels you will find in the Rua
Portas de Santo Antao next to the Rossio and parallel to the Avenida da Liberdade. But whereever you are, in
the Chiado district, in the Baixa or in the Bairro Alto, there are always some hidden small pensions and hotels
to discover.
all
Self Catering − Casa Amarela Cascais
Easy going accomodation. Call and book on the day, or make a reservation via web site.
zipcode:
email:
address:
CostOfDoubleForANight:
url:
tel:
cheap and luxury hotels

2765−170
fleitao@gmail.com
Casa Amarela
60 euros
leitaoestoril.com.sapo.pt
00351965456747

WorldWideHoliday.net you get instant availability and confirmation of thousands of hotels worldwide, either
downtown or at the airport of your destination.
url: www.worldwideholiday.net
discounted travel network and LISBON Portugal PT Lodging Guide
we recommend you a hotel according to your budget, prefered location or last minute hotel deals.
url: www.travelorganizations.net
Residencial Alegria
Why is this so cheap [28−38 for twin/double en suite] when it's so well situated, only just up from the
Avenida de Libertade and near Rocio station. No breakfast but there's an excellent bar diagonally opposite.
Hot water, good service, telephone, TV, English spoken. What more do you want?
zipcode:
address:
CostOfDoubleForANight:
tel:

1250−004
Praça da Alegria 12
28 −38
+351 213 220670

Lisbon − Accommodation
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Hotel Vip
Hotel Vip is located in the center of Lisbon, with an agreeable living room, bar and party saloon. The Hotel
gathers ideal conditions for holiday− makers, businessmen or just to rest. All the 54 rooms and suites are
carpeted with private bathrooms, telephone, music and central heating
Book
this hotel
Barcelona
Hotel Barcelona is located in the new financial center of Lisbon, close to Portuguese television, Gulbienkian
foundation and bullfight ring (Campo Pequeno). The hotel is only at 5 km of Lisbon Airport (Portela) and 2
km from the city center. Public transportation is within 100 meters.
Book
this hotel
Lisboa
First class hotel, on only a few minutes walking distance from the famous Baixa. 55 rooms and 6 executive
rooms, all with air conditioning, direct dial telephone, 24 hours service, colour TV, satellite channels, safe
boxes and mini bar. The hotel also has a piano bar and free car parking
Book
this hotel
Dom Manuel I
Conveniently located near the new Bancino (business district of the city). From the hotel you have a quick and
easy access to the shopping areas and the city center of Lisbon, as well as the International Airport and
motorway. This hotel offers both the tourist and business traveler the comfort of 64 well furnished rooms.
You can also relax in the hotel's bar and restaurant and use the hotel's meeting room. The discovery of good
taste
Book
this hotel
Metropolitan Lisbao
The Metropolitan Lisboa Hotel, is a 4 star hotel located in the financial area of Lisbon. 315 rooms, restaurant,
lobby−bar, 12 multi−purpose rooms for meetings and conferences and a garage for 108 vehicles equipped
with modern security methods are a few of the amenities the Metropolitan Lisboa Hotel has to offer their
guests.
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Book
this hotel
Fenix
Enjoying one of the most prestigious addresses in Lisbon − The Marquês de Pombar Square − and
overlooking the beautiful Edward VII Park. The hotel has 123 rooms with a spectacular view, is well
equipped and is complimented by welcoming bars and the restaurant Bodegon with Portuguese and
international cuisine
Book
this hotel
Berna
Your Hotel in Lisbon. Centrally located, near the bullfight arena, and the Republic Avenue. Excellent for
business and leisure. The 240 bedrooms have been completely renovated, and are now more comfortable, all
with private bathroom, direct−dialing phone, color TV, private safety deposit box, and airconditioning
Book
this hotel
Botanico
Hotel Botanico is located in the very heart of the city, between Avenida Liberdade and the Botanical Gardens.
The hotel offers 30 modern and confortable rooms
Book
this hotel
Executive Hotel
Located in one of the most prestigious areas of the city known as New Avenues − due to its architectonic
shape. The hotel it was totally renovated. Rooms equipper with air conditioning, telephone, cable tv, safe
deposit, mini bar. Bathrooms with hair dryer. Offers other services as laundry, dry−cleaning, rent−a−car,
exchange, City Tours. With car parking
Book
this hotel
Reno
The Sana Classic Reno hotel that opened in 1998 has 92 rooms, of which 3 suits, and is located in the center
of Lisbon, which is one the most exclusive areas. It's close to the Maleru Art Museum Calouste Gulbenkian.
The rooms are all equipped with air conditioning, direct dial telephone, double−glazed windows, cable and
pay TV, mini bar and a safe deposit. During your visit you can enjoy our swimming pool, sauna and little
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Jacuzzi at the top of the building
Book
this hotel
Rex
The Sana Classic Rex Hotel is located in the center of Lisbon, facing Park Eduardo VII. The hotel has 68
rooms, 9 of which are suites, equipped with air conditioning, cable tv, (pay tv), radio, telephone, alarm call,
mini bar, safe deposit, double glazed windows. Bathroom with hair dryer and enlargement windows
Book
this hotel
Capitol
The Capitol Hotel is located next to Park Eduardo VII and Marquis de Pombal Square
Book
this hotel
Miraparque
Completely renovated the Hotel Miraparque offers the tourists who visit Lisbon a central and quiet location,
overlooking the Eduardo VII Park. Its 100 rooms, 'soberly' decorated, are supplied with private bath, hair
dryer, air conditioning, safe−box, bar, satellite tv, radio and direct dial telephone. The hotel service includes a
restaurant, bar, a small meeting room, lounges, room service and laundry
Book
this hotel
Roma
With a privileged location in one of the highest rated districts of Lisbon−Avenida de Roma, a well−known
residential and shopping area, the fully renovated hotel Roma is close to a wide choice of cinemas, theaters
and restaurants. It's also very close to all public transport facilities, including underground, so it will take you
only 10 minutes to get to the center of Lisbon. The hotel is also within easy access to and from Lisbon Airport
Book
this hotel
Altis Park
Located in Encosta das Olaias, near the Metro Olaias and at the intersection of the access arteries leading to
Parque Das Nacoes, it is 10 minutes away from the airport and the centre of town. Airport connections with
the hotel are assured by a complimentary shuttle bus service
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Book
this hotel
Madrid
Hotel Madrid is a high first class modern hotel with Italian furniture and Portuguese marble on its 86
comfortable rooms, being two with handicapped facilities, all equipped with individual air conditioner,
satellite TV, direct dial telephone, mini−bar, hair−dryer, shower massage, electronic door locks, safe, radio
and soundproof windows
Book
this hotel
Altis
The Altis hotel is your executive hotel in the very heart of Lisbon, where tradition and the warm hospitality
are real landmarks. The Altis Hotel has 303 rooms and suites totally sound proof and equipped with air
conditioning, satellite TV, radio, direct access telephone, safe and minibar
tel: +35 21 − 3142496
Book this hotel
Avenida Palace
Located in downtown, facing Restauradores Square, the Avenida Palace is a well known and well established
propriety steeped in elegance and tradition. It was completely renovated, keeping the classic style, in 1998. It
offers quick easy access by underground and bus to all points of the city and direct access to Sintra, Estoril
and Cascais, it's an ideal place for the tourist and business traveler. Conference and meeting facilities.
tel: +35 21 − 3460151
Book this hotel
Pensao Ninho das Aguias
Pensao Ninho das Aguias, just below the Castello S. Jorge, is the ultimate place to stay with amazing views,
elegant rooms and a flower garden. Call in advance to make reservations.
address: Costa do Castelo 74
tel:
+35 21 − 886 70 08
Pensao Londre
Pensao Londre in the Bairro Alto is the best value hotel in the area with great views of the city from the rooms
at the top.
address: Rua Dom Pedro V 52
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tel:
+35 21 − 346 22 03
email: ljdoyle@hotmail.com
Pensao Globo
Pensao Globo is cheaper than same standard pensions, but less comfortable, very loud, with less the pleasant
staff.
Books
Most bookshops in Amsterdam sell at least some english language books. Athenenaeum on the Spui and
Scheltema, Holkema & Vermeulen on the Koningspein have the greatest selection, though. The English
Bookshop on the Leidsestraat, almost oposite of Scheltema and the American Bookcenter near Muntplein sell
exclusively english books.
Lisboa Camping
address: Parque Florestal de Monsanto
tel:
+35 21 − 7602061
Pensao Portuense Residencial
Located in a very central street with lots of bars and restaurants, double rooms start at 8500 Esc.
address: Rua Portas Santo Antao 151, 1150 267 Lisbon
tel:
+35 21 − 346 41 97 or 346 17 49
Hotel Portugal Residencial
Three star hotel, very central, double rooms between 11000 and 15000 Esc., old fashioned smell in the lobby,
but not in the rooms.
address: Rua Joao das Regras 4, near Rossio, 1100 Lisboa
tel:
+35 21 − − 887 75 81
Souico−Atlantico
Hotel Souico−Atlantico, near the tourism office at Rua da Gloria has comfortable rooms for a bit more.
address: Rua da Glória 3
tel:
+35 21 − 3461713
Residencial Florescente
Central located, nice atmosphere with lots of Azulejos and small aisles but comfortable rooms with modern
bathrooms and nice view (frontpart), 5 floors, elevator, TV in every room. For the rooms are different (size
and location), have a look at them first and then ask for the price. Outside the main season they offer double
rooms for 7000 Esc. In the same street you will find many bars and restaurants and it is only a short walking
distance to Rossio, Avenida Liberdade and Baixa.
address: Rua Portas de Santo Antao 99, 1150 266 Lisbon
tel:
+35 21 − 346 35 17 or 342 66 09
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Lisbon − Sights
The Alfama District − Lisbons oldest and most historical district, lies below the Castelo de São Jorge. The
medieval streets and the incredible views from three of the seven hills of Lisbon − São Jorge, Graca and
Senhora do Monte. The neighborhood is a maze of narrow alleyways and steep stairs. It is one of the few
neighborhoods that was not totally destroyed by the devastating earthquake of 1755 and retains architectural
elements of its Moorish past. The neighborhood is lively by day, but a bit seedy, and not recommended by
night. The best way to get there is by taking tram no. 28 from Baixa into Alfama, the tramride is rewarding as
it creaks and hisses up and down the hills, east to Alfama. If you take the tram west, youll arrive at Bairro
Alto.
The Bairro Alto was an up−scale neighborhood in the 17th century, now it is considered the heart of Lisbons
thriving night life. Two funiculars (elevadors) provide transport up the steep hills to the district. If you take
the Elevador da Glória, you will find yourself on one of the panoramic hills−the São Pedro de Alcântara, a
wonderful place to be, even at night. Go to one of the many fado (Portugal blues) bars in the area−most of
them are on Rua do Norte − and sip on a drink. It is worth the hefty cover (usually 2500$00) to experience the
music, atmosphere and the drink. Another interesting outing is to check out the African music scene, such as
Discoteca A Lontra on Rua de Aso Bento. There is also an excellent Japanese restaurant, serving sushi, in the
area.
Belém, about 20 minutes from Lisbons center by tram, was the departure point of most of the world−changing
explorations, during the Age of Discoveries. There is a spectacular monastery (where Vasco da Gama is
buried) and watch−tower are some of the few Manueline (Portuguese Renaissance & Gothic blend
architecture) monuments to have survived the 1755 earthquake, completely undamaged. They have both been
designated as UNESCO World Cultural Heritage Sites and are must−sees if you are spending any time in
Lisbon. The Tower of Belém, about 10 minutes walk from the monastery, is the symbol of Lisbon and the
Age of Discoveries. Avoid Mondays, as everything is closed.
all
Calouste Gulbenkian Museum
This museum is built in lovely grounds that also house the Museum of Modern Art. It is a perfect place for a
picnic lunch, helped by ducks if you like!

The Gulbenkian Collection itself is a real gem, containing exquisite examples of paintings and sculpture from
many different periods and places very highly recommended, even if you dont always fancy museums.

http://museu.gulbenkian.pt/museu.asp?lang=en
address: Avenida de Berna 45
tel:
+35 21 795 02 36
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Edward VII Park
Yes, Edward VII of the UK. This large park is passed on the way in from the airport but its most appealing
feature does not show itself.
The Estufas [glasshouses] are at the top − to the left as you look upwards. They hold an amazing collection of
tropical plants and creatures and make for a pleasant break after walking around the town. The telephone
number below is that of the Estufa Fria, where concerts are sometimes held. All terms of heat and cold are
relative and this one is only cold in relaton to its neighbour!
tel: 213 882 278
Oceanarium
This was created as part of the Portuguese area of the Euro98 Exhibition. It is really a vast round aquarium,
visible from different levels of a surrounding building. Outside there are areas replicating the world's leading
ocean environments.
There are in the area of 25.000 creatures in the aquarium, fish and mammals, sharks included.
There are other features of interest in the Expo area, the Park of the Nations, including a cable car to Lisbon's
tallest building. Apparently this was mainly wasteland prior to the Expo!
url: www.geocities.com
Botanical gardens
The heat of the sun can become oppressive in Lisbon but, hey presto, it can be avoided in the delicious shade
of these gardens − only entrance up the road from the Elevador de Gloria but with a second exit at the bottom.
Many tropical plants.
http://www.strawberryworld−lisbon.com/lisbon/places/botanical−gardens.html

address: Rua da Escola Politécnica, 56
openings: 09.00 to 18.00
tel:
213.961.521
Monastery of Jerónimos
Build in the sixteenth century, this monastery close to the river banks has been the buirrialground for the royal
family for over four centuries. In this monastery dedicatet to the Virgin Mary, the monks of the Order of St.
Jerome used to pray for the welbeeing of the portugese Kings soul and for the succes of the sailors that
discovered the worlds sea's in his name. It is an excellent exemple of the Manueline style, a typical crossover
between late medieval and early renaissance architecture, even though it was severly redecorated in the
nineteenth century. Pay attention to the net vaults and the elegant columns of the Santa Maria monastery
church. Most famous is the inner cloister, at the moment beeing renovated. Already declared a National
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Monument in 1907, it became a Unesco World Cultural Heritage site in 1984.
address: Belem
url:
www.cidadevirtual.pt
tel:
+35 21 362 00 34
Saint Jorge castle
East of the Baixa this brooding landmark holds a still taller hill, with the Alfama district sprawled below.
address: Lg. do Chao Feira
Ajuda Palace
This royal palace, build in the 19th century after the earthquake destroyed the old palace, has never been
finished completely. It has a classical fassade and a precious library.
address: Calcada da Ajuda, Belem
url:
www.cidadevirtual.pt
Belém Tower
As the architecture of the middle ages gradually changed into renaissance architecture, Portugal discovered
the New World on the other side of the oceans. The incorporation of elements from the oversea cultures lead
to a typical style called: the Manueline style, of which both the Tower of Belém and the Monastery of
Jerónimos is a superb example. As a symbol of the King's prestige the towers decoration includes all the
Manueline symbols − cables encircling the building and terminating in elegant knots, armillary spheres,
crosses of the Military Order of Christ and naturalistic elements such as the rhinoceros, the first such
representation in stone known in Europe. The Tower of Belém was build to defend Lisbon and its river
entrance. Construction began in 1514 under supervision of Master Builder, Diogo de Boytac, also in charge of
the building of the Jerónimos Monastery. This is also a reason for stylistic resemblance between the two
buildings. Another mayor reason is the nineteenth century restoration of both buildings.
address: River Tejo border in Belem
url:
http:
tel:
+35 21 301 68 92
Metropolitano de Lisboa
Two names are attached to the Lisboan metro network: Keil do Amaral and Maria Keil. Together they made
the network not just an efficient way of getting around the town, but also an artistic journey. Keil do Amaral
was as architect responsible for the terminal building at Lisbon's Portela Airport, and did numerous other
public building projects. Maria Keil designed the wall coverings for the Lisbon subway over a period from
1957 to 1982. Covering nineteen stations with glazed painted tile or azulejo. This is a traditional Portuguese
form of decorating wich youll find in many a church or governmental building, but which had fallen into
disuse in the first half of the twentieth century. The best examples of her work youll find at the Intendente,
Restauradores and Anjos.
url: http:
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Cathedral Sé
The cathedral of Lisbon dates back to the 12th century and was built by order of Alfonso Henriques, first king
of Portugal, after having conquered the town to the Moors in 1147. Originally built in Romanic style, the
Gothic and Barroque styles result of enlargements of the 14th and 17th centuries. The cathedral was affected
by several earthquakes, mainly by the 1755 one, that also destroyed large parts of the city. The Sé, like the
Lisbons name their cathedral, was restored in the 20th century, but still you see the devastations, especially in
the Gothic cloister (entrance fee 1000 Esc.). Take bus no. 37 or tram 12 / 28
address: Lg. da Sé, Alfama district
tel:
+35 21 186 67 52
Church of Santa Engracia
Take bus no. 12 or tram 28
address: National Pantheon, Campo de Santa Clara
Wax Museum
Wax museums with besides the usual celebrities, a large section dedicated to Portugals history.
tel:
+35 21 397 90 95
address: Passeio Marítima da Alcântara, Armazém 2
open: Tue−Sun 11am−2pm, 3−8pm Tue−Sun.
Ethnographical Museum
Remnants of the colonial times.
address: Rua das Portas de Santo Ant−o 100
tel:
+35 21 342 50 68
Museum Museum of Portuguese Freemasonry
adddress: Rua do Grémio Lusitano 25
tel:
+35 21 342 45 06
open:
Mon−Fri 3−6pm
Military Museum
tel:
+35 21 888 21 31
address: Largo do Museu do Artilharia
open: Tue−Sun 10am−5pm.
City Museum
tel:
+35 21 759 16 17
address: Campo Grande 245
open: Tue−Sun 10am−1pm, 2−6pm.
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National Coach Museum
Large collection of all sorts of coaches dating from the 17th to the 19th century.
address: Praca de Afonso de Albuquerque
tel:
+35 21 363 80 22
Republic and Resistance Library and Museum
Exhibition (and archives) on the Portuguese resistance to fascism and on the history of republicanism.
tel:
+35 21 774 24 02
address: Estrada de Benfica 419
open: Mon−Fri open from noon−6pm; Sat 11am−5pm Sat.
The Naval Museum Museu de Marinha
The Naval Museum, founded by King Luís on June 22nd, 1863 is at present situated next to the Monastery of
Jerónimos in Lisbon (Belem). It was housed for a time in the former Naval School and the Palace of the Count
of Farrobo before making the symbolic transfer to Belém, for it was from Belém, not far from the chapel of
Our Lady of Belém, that Vasco da Gama set sail for India, so when the museum was moved to this site an
"old dream of the Navy" was fulfilled. Starting with some models of Portuguese Royal Navy vessels, items
began to be collected for the Naval Museum during the 18th century. Today, over a century later, the
collection has grown to over 16.000 items, not counting the photographic and other archives that contain plans
and drawings of ships. There is an extensive collection of craft, as well as naval artillery and nautical
instruments showing important events in the history of the Portuguese navy, not only in the golden age of
Portuguese navigation, but also in the centuries which followed.
address: Praca do Imperio, Belem, 1400 Lisboa
url:
www.cncdp.pt
openings: daily 10am 6pm, closed mondays and holidays
tel:
+35 21 − 36 200 10
Centro de Arte Moderna
Here youll find works of art by famous Portuguese sculptors and painters from 1910 to the present day.
Metro: Praca Espanha, Soa Sebastiao
address: Rua Dr. Nicolau Bettencourt, 1050 − Lisboa
tel:
+35 21 − 795 02 41
openings: closed at the moment
Museu da Água da Epal
The history of water and its use in Lisbon shown in an exhibition of documents, photographs and
steam−driven machinery in a former engine house of the city water company underneath the aqueduct.
address: Rua Alviela, 12, 1100 − Lisboa
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tel:
+35 21 − 813 55 22
openings: daily 10am 6pm, closed sundays and holidays
Museum of Anthony
Not Lisbons real patron Saint (which is Saint Vincent), but the patron Saint Anthony of Padua who deals with
lost items and lovers.
tel:
+35 21 886 04 47
address: Largo de Santo António da Sé 24
open: Tue−Sat 10am−1pm, 2−6pm Tue−Sat.
Archaeological Museum
address: Igreja do Carmo, Largo do Carmo,
tel:
+35 21 346 04 73

Lisbon − Getting Around
For pedestrians it is almost always worth while, unless you are having a day out of the city, to buy a ticket
valid for the whole day. NB These are not 24 hour tickets but expire at 02.00 in the morning.
One of the best ways to get to know the city is by trying out some tramlines. Lisbon still has a few old cars
running through its small streets as well as some new ones to Belem. They seem to belong to a lost era and are
really popular amongst both tourists and locals. In particular, it is worth taking tram number 28 for its entire
journey. A large bus system connects all main attractions, that are not reachable by trams. Using the subway is
a lot faster, but the view is of course not that fascinating and the recent subway net does first of all lead to the
suburbs: neither the airport nor the main train stations or Belem are connected with it. You should actually use
the metro for the beautiful tile decorations in the stations by sights.
http://www.frommers.com/destinations/lisbon/0054020156.html
all
Elevadors
Getting from the level of the Barrio in Lisbon up to the Bairro Alto would either involve a very steep climb or
a long zigzag route if it were not for the elevadors. There are four in total but two are worth taking for their
own sake:
The Elevador de Santa Justa is a large outdoor lift from the end of a road to a level about half way up − very
picturesque.
The Elevador de Gloria is a funicular up from near Rocio station to the Bairro Alto. To the right at the top is a
view point across the lower city and up to the Castelo on the other side − superb when the sun is declining.
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Elevadors
Getting from the level of the Barrio in Lisbon up to the Bairro Alto would either involve a very steep climb or
a long zigzag route if it were not for the elevadors. There are four in total but two are worth taking for their
own sake:
The Elevador de Santa Justa is a large outdoor lift from the end of a road to a level about half way up − very
picturesque.
The Elevador de Gloria is a funicular up from near Rocio station to the Bairro Alto. To the right at the top is a
view point across the lower city and up to the Castelo on the other side − superb when the sun id declining.

Ferries
Not only is it pleasant for visitors to use ferries for their own sake but, if you look at the traffic queues for the
bridge in the rush period, you will realise that it's sometimes the quickest way!
Interestingly rail trips south start with a ferry crossing to the southern station!
http://www.frommers.com/destinations/lisbon/0054020156.html [scroll down]
Metro
url: http:

Lisbon − Getting There
Often the fastest way to reach Lisbon is to By Air, but this is also the least romantic way. I prefer the slow
regional By Train myself because then you have time to look out of the window and arrive gradually into
town, without having to bother with traffic or parking place.
all
PORTUGÁLIA
regular domestic flights between Lisboa, Porto, Faro and Funchal, and international flights to Madrid,
Barcelona, Berlin, Bilbao, Bologna, Bordeaux, Brussels, Casablanca, Cologne−Bonn, Hannover, Las Palmas,
Lyon, Manchester, Marseille, Milan, Mulhouse−Basle, Nice, Palma de Maiorca, Stuttgart, Tenerife, Toulouse,
Turin and Valencia
url: www.pga.pt
SATA
regular flights between all the islands of the Azores, and also from the Azores to Madeira island and to
continental Portugal. SATA has also regular international flights to Birmingham, Dublin, Glasgow, Insbruck,
Jersey, Luxembourg, Manchester, Milan, Norwick Oslo, Paris, Rome, Stockholm and Vienna.
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url: www.virtualazores.com
ATA
Aerocondor Transportes Aéreos − regular flights between Lisboa, Bragança and Vila Real, as well as between
the islands of Porto Santo and Madeira.
url: www.aerocondor.com
TAP
Air Portugal: with regular flights to more than 50 cities in Europe, Africa, the Middle East, Macau and North
and South America, as well as domestic flights between Porto, Lisbon, Faro and the Autonomous Regions of
Madeira and the Azores, and also between the islands of Madeira and Porto Santo.
url: www.tap.pt

Lisbon − Nightlife and Entertainment
At night, the city's old quarters come alive with the sound of fado singing and guitar−playing, the musical
expression of the soul of Lisbon's inhabitants. And yet, down the hill at the open−air cafés, bars and
discothèques, whose lights are reflected in the calm waters of the River Tagus, the night is still young. Why
not also take advantage of Lisbon's special location and enjoy the white sand of the long ocean beaches, just a
stone's throw from the Portuguese capital? Also to be found close by are a series of excellent golf courses, a
casino, and the romantic town of Sintra, a paradise that has been magnificently set in the most beautiful
landscape and has rightly been classified as world heritage. Nightlife is concentrated on the waterfront
between the Docks and Avenida 24 de Julho, and in the Bairro Alto. For those wishing to see a show with
more authentically Portuguese origins, the ideal choice is a Fado House in one of the citys typical
neighborhoods.
all
Memorial
Disco and transvestite shows.
address: Rua Gustavo Matos Sequeira 42
tel:
+35 21 396 8891
Trumps
Quite expensive drinks but great place to go to when youre in for a party.
address: Rua da Imprensa Nacional
tel:
+35 21 397 1059
Frágil
address: Rua da Atalaia 128
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tel:
+35 21 346 9578
King's & Queen's
One of the largest gay discos in Lisbon. Things really get started after 3am.
address: Rua Cintura do Porto de Lisboa
tel:
+35 21 977 699
Lux
Not just everyone get in, but as soon as you manage, youll fancy yourself in the designers world with a lot of
friends.
address: Rua Gustavo Matos Sequeira 42
tel:
+35 21 882 0890
Bric−à−Bar
Classic one in the gay scene. Besides a huge dance floor, also a dark room and strip shows (especially in the
weekends).
address: Rua Cecílio de Sousa 82−84
tel:
+35 21 342 8971
Finalmente
Go there after midnight and youll have a perfect evening in the once pioneer club of Lisbon.
address: Rua da Palmeira 38
tel:
+35 21 347 2652
Alcântara−Mar
Good techno beat in a baroque setting with mixed audience. Most gays arrive late at night to dance along until
the early hours.
address: Rua da Cozinha Econômica 11
tel:
+35 21 363 6432
Bartis
Set in quiet surroundings, you can enjoy the music of jazz masters at Bartis.
address: R. Diário Notícias, 95
tel:
+35 21 342 47 95
Hot Clube
Jazz band performances in the weekends.
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address: Pç. Alegria, 39
tel:
+35 21 346 73 69
Joke
Lively venue with live music every Wednesday until Sunday.
address: R. Frei Miguel Contreiras, 18 C
tel:
+35 21 849 90 81
Speakeasy
address: Cais Oficinas,Rocha Conde Obidos
tel:
21 396 42 57
Bar do Terraço
address: Centro Cultural de Belém − Pç. do Império
tel:
+35 21 301 06 23
T−Clube
Dress to impress and make sure youre on time during the weekends. On Thursday evenings, a funky dancing
night. On Wednesdays often live easy listening music.
address: Av. Brasilia, Ed. Espelho d'Água
tel:
+35 21 301 66 54
Gartejo
Night−club number one in Lisbon that has the longest bar in town and is known for its live performances.
address: R. João Oliveira Miguens 38
tel:
+35 21 395 59 77
Bugix
When you want to be sure that youll get in, be there around midnight. Especially in the weekends, a lot of
Salsa and Latin groovy beats.
address: Rua D. Fuas Roupinho, Parque das Nações
tel:
+35 21 895 181
Benzina
Different type of music on different nights, Especially in the weekends, stress on techno. After 4am, often
underground music.
address: Tv. Teixeira Júnior 6
tel:
+35 21 363 39 59
Stone`s
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address: R. Olival, 1
tel:
+35 21 395 45 45
Banana Power
Salsa and Morna and a favourite with the African crowd.
address: R. Cascais 53
tel:
+35 21 364 84 85
Kandando
The African hotspot in Lisbon.
address: Shopping Calendóscopio
tel:
+35 21 795 42 93
Abs
Disco with huge restaurant and 80s music.
address: R. Dom Luís I 5
tel:
+35 21 395 50 09
Ad Lib
Plenty of oriental details and an in their 30s/40s crowd.
address: R. Barata Salgueiro
tel:
+35 21 356 17 17
Discoteca 2001
Trendy disco with the latest hits and the best good old favourites.
address: Est. Nacional 9
tel:
+35 21 469 05 50
Kremlin
Techno music beat and the most eccentric people in town gather here during weekends to dance until the early
mornings.
address: Escadinhas Praia 5
tel:
+35 21 60 87 68
Lux
It was the missing place. And the gin isn't bad. Extra pastime: finding two equal chairs...
Bar: Tue.−Fri. 18.00−04.00. Sat.&Sun. 16.00 − 04.00 Disco: Thu.−Sat. 24.00−06.00.
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email:
Arcadas do Faia
More a touristy venue than a charming place where you can sneak in on a traditional Fado singers.
address: Rua da Barroca 54/56
tel:
+35 21 342 6742
Adega Machado
Make sure you make reservations when you want to see the house star performing in a traditional setting with
great acoustics.
address: Rua do Norte 91
tel:
+35 21 322 4640
Café Luso
Dating back from the 1920s and the oldest Fado house in Lisbon.
address: Travessa da Queimada 10
tel:
+35 21 342 2281
Clube do Fado
Artist from way back then and the hottest new arrivals. Good place when you want to indulge in Fado singing
yourself and youre not (yet) a top singer.
address: Rua S−o Jo−o da Praça 92/4
tel:
+35 21 888 26949
Associaç−o Concentraç−o Musical de 24 de Agosto
Ever seen and heard Fado jamming? Dont miss out on this venue.
address: Travessa do Oleiro 13
tel:
+35 21 396 6945
Senhor Vinho
The best, but also the most expensive Fado house in Lisbon.
address: Rua do Meio à Lapa 18
tel:
+35 21 397 7456
Parreirinha de Alfama
address: Beco do Espírito Santo 1
tel:
+35 21 886 8209
Nono
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address: Rua do Norte 47
tel:
+35 21 342 989
Café A Central da Baixa
address: Rua dos Sapateiros
tel:
+35 21 − 342028
Café Casa Mourisca
address: Avenida Fontes Pereira de Melo, 23 A
tel:
+35 21 − 520435
Cafetaria Quadrante
address: Centro Cultural de Belém − Praça do Império
tel:
+35 21 − 361240
Cervejaria Alemã
address: Rua do Alecrim, 23/25 (Cais do Sodré)
tel:
+35 21 − 3422916
Cervejaria Cova Funda
address: Rua Augusto Machado, 3−A/B
tel:
+35 21 − 8492125
Cervejaria Edmundo
address: Avenida Gomes Pereira, 1 − Estrada de Benfica
tel:
+35 21 − 7154502
Cervejaria Portugália − Almirante Reis
address: Avenida Almirante Reis, 117
tel:
+35 21 − 3140002
Cervejaria Portugália − Lisboa «Avenida Brasília»
address: Avenida da Brasília − Edifício Espelho de Água
tel:
+35 21 − 3032700
Cervejaria Ribadouro
Rua do Salitre, 2−A e Avenida da Liberdade,
155
tel:
+35 21 − 3549411
Cervejaria Trindade
address:

address: Rua Nova da Trindade, 20
tel:
+35 21 − 3423506
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Incognito
This is one of the oldest clubs in Lisbon! The music is great...
TELEFONE 213908755
LOCAL Lisboa, R. Poiais de S. Bento, 37
HORARIOS Quarta a sábado das 23h00 às 04h00
PREÇO Cerveja e refrigerantes: 2; Vodka e whisky: 3,50.
SÍTIO OFICIAL http://www.incognitobar.com
MUSICA Variada, Anos 80, Alternativa
ClosingTime: 4
closingtime: 4
url:
www.incognitobar.com

Lisbon − Beaches
Like.... Uau... Lisboa has several nearby beaches, and you can find it very hard not to go for a swim on the hot
summer days.
The fastest way to get there is to take the Linha do Estoril train at Cais do Sodré, there's a metro station over
there.
You should ride the train until Carcavelos which is the first beach washed by the open sea. But, if you're in
the mood to walk a bit you must go all the way to Cascais and stroll through the most amazing scenery
culminating in Guincho (of course you can take a taxi or a bus there too).
Enjoy the sun and the unspoiled dunes and beaches!!
all
Guincho
Just 1 or 2 miles from Cascais. A little windy. Great sets. Amazing scenery.
sto amaro − Oeiras
A very long beach, nevertheless a bit crouded all through late spring, summer and early fall. Great sets. A lot
of fun and girls. Good for too.
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To go to this beach you must go by train. It's a beautiful journey but the beach is poluted... and not so good!

address: lua.weblgo.com.pt
Costa da Caparica
The best beaches around Lisbon are in Costa da Caparica. You can go by bus 75 − only in summer − but you
can take the boat at Belem going to Trafaria and then take the bus to the beach.
If you rent a car − cross the 25th April bridge...
url: lua.weblog.com.pt
Fonte da Telha
This is a excelent beach... but far! You can only go by car...

Lisbon − People
Miguel Teu
'Ce quil faut avoir en plus, de l'imagination, d'abord pour qu'on crée son propre image et puis pourque les
autres se rendent compte de la leur.'
all
canálio fotográfio
http://www.canalfoto.org/

Lisbon − History

World66 is Open Content. All content is free for everybody to use, but we're also dependent on travelers for
updating our contents. Please use the space below for notes and when you get back home, please take the time
to add your notes to World66 so everybody can profit.

Notes:
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